Successfully navigating the complexities of expiring of operating agreements (EOA) means understanding the
impacts EOA will have on your portfolio and devising a strategic asset management plan that addresses your
individual needs.
HSC Data & Asset Support Services can help you define your capital and funding needs so that you’re ready for
EOA. For a modest fee we work with you to perform a viability assessment of your portfolio by program and
housing provider both leading up to and post-EOA. Then, through a detailed analysis of your capital plans,
operating costs, subsidy streams and funding levels, we help you determine the operational viability of your
housing providers with or without a subsidy and mortgage post-EOA. We can even help you prepare for future
scenarios, modelling potential funding or financing proposals, changes to tenure mix or redevelopment and
intensification opportunities.

HSC offers a suite of data analysis packages at costs that can be combined and customized to meet your needs.
These packages are offered on a competitive, fee-for-service basis.

Your Portfolio Analysis Report includes a viability assessment with ratings at EOA, the aggregate, program and
project level. For Service Managers who obtained reports in 2013 through their participation in HSC’s EOA study,
we can update your report to reflect new capital needs, operating costs or newly collected data; you can choose
either to have the Project Viability Table with ratings updated or to receive a fully updated written report.

HSC can produce custom reports that build on your Portfolio Analysis Report in order for you to model different
financing scenarios. Reports can:
•
•
•

Segment your portfolio analysis by specific program types or client mixes
Model different subsidy or funding options
Model changes to non-subsidy cost factors

To supplement your Portfolio Analysis Report, we offer a time-series tool that estimates subsidy through EOA
year-over year and up to 20 years based on the scenario data you enter. This will help you navigate and
understand, how much you are paying now, how much you may need to give at EOA, including other potential
financial scenarios.
Key Features:
 Automated projections, viability ratings based on selection of buildings and program type
 Reporting year, current year, and EOA years(s) are automatically highlighted
 Filtering and drill down capabilities that includes financial information from your AIRs
 Easy-to-read presentation of your data

